Chairman: Kelsi Calvillo
Vice Chair: Jennifer Walinowicz

ocninetynines@gmail.com

OC99s website: https://www.OC99s.org

September 2022
September 7—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom
September 16—General Meeting/White Elephant
fundraiser 6:30-8:30pm (Look for your email invite!)
————————————————————————>
September 30-October 2—Pacific Airshow in
Huntington Beach. Please let Kelsi or Jennifer know
if you can help out.
October 5—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom.
October—General Meeting time & date TBD.
October 13-16—High Sierra Fly-In and StolDrag
competition (near Reno). Several members
attending. Contact Jennifer if you are interested in
joining the camping group.







Jenae Alvidrez-Multi-engine Rating
Cindy Morris-Flight Instructor Certificate
Lauren Okimoto-Flight Instructor
Certificate

Tiphani Tolan has surpassed 1,000 flight
hours

Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Treasurer: Jinifer Conover

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Oc99s/

September General Meeting
WHITE ELEPHANT AUCTION: Come join your fellow OC99
members for an evening of fun at our uproarious White Elephant
Auction. This is the meeting where we laugh the most while raising
money for our chapter. Members bid 'blind' as the items are wrapped.
It's fun to see what treasures are uncovered. One year, a member
unwrapped a brand-new KitchenAid mixer!
WHERE: We'll be having our White Elephant sale and a potluck-style
meal at Chairman Kelsi's home - Address provided at RSVP.
WHEN: Friday September 16, 6:30pm-8:30pm
RSVP: Please RSVP to Jennifer W. no later than September 10th.
Please also reach out to Diane Titterington-Machado with the dish
you will be bringing so we can coordinate. ocninetynines@gmail.com
WHAT TO BRING: Search closet and drawers for new or gently used
items. Aviation items are always a hit, however it can be anything of
value. Perhaps you bought a leather jacket in a size much too big.
How about those beautiful shoes that you purchased a size too small
and never wore? Maybe you've received a duplicate of something that
you already have. Maybe gorgeous new towels the wrong color for
your bathroom. How about a cool gift that you've receive that is just
not your style? Funny and gag gifts are good too. A carved wooden
lady nutcracker resurfaced every year for ten years! We've seen just
about everything you can imagine at previous White Elephant
Auctions.
HOW TO PREPARE: Wrap your items in fancy paper and bows—or
in an old section chart—or just place each item in a shopping bag.
WRITE: Write a hint, note or poem to tempt our members. "I have
two arms but cannot hug you." (A clock.) "Take me flying with
you." (A flashlight.) "I am made for walking." (New boots.)
Note sizes or colors when appropriate.
IF YOU CANNOT MAKE IT TO THIS MEETING: You can still be a
part of the fun. Give your items to another member to take to the
meeting. ALSO, tell a member who is attending what your high bid is
($10? $20?) and allow them to bid on an item for you or call in to bid.
Don't miss out! It's exciting to see what treasure you'll get.

Our Visit to the John Wayne Airport Rescue and Fire Fighting Facility #33
~Dubraska Pineda

Back row from left: Firefighter Bidinger, Engineer Harris, Dana Jensen (Taylor's student), Firefighter Brooks, Avery Lalor, Sofia Nosratabadi, Kyra
Duncan, Isabel Burton, Maddy Bloom, Chris Cox, Kelsi Calvillo, Donna Harris, Shirley Mc Fall, Tess Karich, Stacy Felix (guest), Pam Hengsteler,
Firefighter Norris, Captain White, Diane Myers, Engineer Jones
Kneeling from left: Echo Liu, Lauren Okimoto, Jin Conover, Tiphani Sach, Taylor Wilson, Trish Magdaleno, Jenae Alvidrez, Cindy Morris

I have lived by the Orange County Airport for 37 years, hearing planes roar above me, and never knew of the wonders
we have so close. As a new flight student, and an aspirational pilot, becoming a student-member of the 99s opened a
whole new world of inspiration and camaraderie I was missing during my initial flight training. So, when the fieldtrip to
the Orange County Airport Fire Station was announced, I was very excited, but had no idea of the educational,
instructive, and fun visit this was going to be.
Our home airport’s fire station is a state-of-the-art airport rescue and firefighting facility; and, the firefighters, ahh the
firefighters, they are friendly, educated, highly trained, funny, courageous, committed, always ready, and did I mention
great cooks?! I did not want the visit to end.
Our group gathered around 5pm under a lovely summer afternoon sunset at the Paularino Avenue airport entrance and
we were escorted to the fire station where our firefighters had already set up a very controlled temperature fire for a
spectacular and deliciously fuming BBQ and educational tour.
But first things first: Situational Awareness. The station, owned by John Wayne Airport and staffed by the Orange
County Fire Authority, was completed in 2005, as a state of the art 16,555 square foot Airport Rescue and Fire Fighting
(ARFF) Facility #33, located adjacent to Taxi-way B, and you need an airport badge to get there. Our group of about 30,
was gallantly guided by Firefighter/Engineer Harris, who toured us through the main house and the five apparatus bays,
with the newest impressive equipment – firetrucks (we actually got to climb-in and sit behind the big wheel and imagine

a race to the rescue). Our firefighters also have at their disposal a drive-through maintenance bay and a training facility,
complete with a large crane and an aircraft donated by Orange Coast College to practice on.
The station is designed to accommodate eight firefighters who respond to aviation emergencies, as well as those
emergencies in the main terminal, including terrorism, natural and other man-made disasters and its consequences such
as aviation accidents (of which we saw scary pictures on the walls of the station to keep us alert and humble), fires,
stranded passengers, first aid assistance in case of earthquakes, evacuations, among other innumerable possible
problems.
As part of the station
there is also a small
observation tower,
which we climbed,
and from where we
saw the expanse of
our airport in a new
light, getting a little
feel of what our
Orange County ground controllers see when we call to get clearances. This little tower was designed to supplement the
adjacent FAA tower in case of need or additional emergencies, but I think it could be a very inspirational spot for a new
Richard Bach or Antoine de Saint Exupéry, it’s always time for more 99s-inspired stories from ladies of the skies.
Back at the station’s main house, it welcomes the visitor with a lovely display of the different tools of times gone by:
posters, aviation mementos of heroic actions and tragic accidents, as well as artifacts that bring memories about the
development of Orange County, its airport’s trials and tribulations that testify to the history of our airport and its fire
station and the keepers of that fort, that we are so lucky to have access to, not only the facilities but specially the skills
and disposition of their firefighters.
Inside the house we saw the offices of the Captain and staff and got to inspect the quarters, designed for eight
firefighters who take turns to rest on their 24-hour shifts. The clean, well-lighted rooms are a comfortable and
functional homebase away from home, a deserved repose between their shifts. The firefighting teams train incessantly
to keep up to date, study and develop their camaraderie and routines with housekeeping duties also, but I must say, our
host team had the best cooks, I had seconds on those ribs that melted in my mouth. The fire temperature must be their
secret.

After our instructional tour we sat down to mingle and eat those ribs, hot dogs, and additional goodies we contributed
from our kitchens. We also exchanged experiences, met lovely new people, found each other, made new friends, found
old friends, and, above all, remembered to be grateful that while we are soaring in the heights, carried by the winds of
our flight fancies or work, we have on earth our firefighters who have our landings and protect our tails.
Thank you, OC 99s and Station 33 for such a wonderful fieldtrip. Next time I take off or land, I will send a heartfelt wink
to the hottest place at KSNA.

N69815 & the Ninety-Nines

~ Melody Liddell

The time finally came to sell N69815. Thank you to all the 99s who flew with me and all the
great memories you helped create that will stay with me forever. ~Melody

Eurabena – Las Vegas

Pam – Big Bear

Amy - Santa Monica

Jessica – sightseeing

Shirley – Santa Paula

Becky – CRQ, Catalina, SBP, Santa Ynez

Linda – Corona

Thanks for the memories . . .

Colleen - Gillespie

Celia – sightseeing

Soﬁa – French Valley & Riverside

Diane – March ARB

N69815 ge ng a
new engine

Cheryl - Palomar

N69815 with new paint job

Full Circle in the Seminole

~Diane Myers

I met Alex Wu on August 21, 2008, to start his mul -engine training to add on to his single-engine commercial license.
First lesson was a 2-hour ground session. Alex and I ﬂew twice a week for a total of 16.6 hours in the Seminole,
including a long day-night X-C to Fresno (requested by Alex). He took his mul -engine checkride with a DPE in Long
Beach on October 11, 2008 – and passed with ﬂying colors!

Alex ﬂew the Seminole o en enough to stay
current for a couple of years. Then he and his
wife Joanne moved to Taiwan along with their
Golden Retrievers, Jewels and Jedi, in the
summer of 2010. Alex and Joanne ﬂew back
to SoCal every summer to visit family, and Alex
con nued to ﬂy the Seminole. Alex’s dream
was to ﬂy for an airline in Taiwan, but life took
him in another direc on.
Alex and Joanne are now the proud, and busy, parents of ﬁve children: Annabelle (11), Alastar (9), Asaiah (7), Angelo
(5), and Abigail (3). When we met in early August, he told me I could refer to the kids as A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 instead
of trying to remember their names!
Alex said: “The church that I'm the lead pastor in shepherding is Pearl in Taipei 台北珍珠教會, an English-speaking
church in Taipei, Taiwan.” Joanne teaches at an English-speaking school in
Taiwan, and returned to Taiwan in August to start classes, leaving Alex (and his
Mom) to take care of the ﬁve kids.
The last me Alex ﬂew was in 2015. The last me the family was back in SoCal
was summer of 2019.
Alex obviously needed a Flight Review and currency ﬂights. He also wanted an
IPC. Alex completed all the ﬂight review study assignments, then we went ﬂying
in the Seminole - he hadn’t forgo en a thing. Most of his IPC was accomplished
in the Redbird, conﬁgured like a Seminole. We completed the ﬂight review and
IPC with one more long ﬂight.

Alex ﬂew solo that evening for night currency, to meet friends for dinner at El Monte. The following week he took his
kids ﬂying: three at a me. First ﬂight was with the three oldest, from SNA – Torrance, where he shut down for a right
seat swap. Then to Palomar, shut down, right seat swap. Palomar to Bracke , then back to SNA. The next ﬂight Alex
took the two youngest plus middle kid.

It’s heartwarming when former students return
and want to ﬂy together!

Visits to the Amelia Earhart Birthplace Museum and International Forest of Friendship ~Karen Vaughn
“Isn’t the 99s out that direction?” asked my hubby, Jeff, while he spent time planning our itinerary back in June. “Well, yes, but I
don’t know if it’s along our way to the conference,” I replied. During our road trip to Missouri, on August 8th, we were able to stop by
the Amelia Earhart Birthplace Museum; but alas, being a Monday, it was closed.
I still got to admire the gorgeous home at the corner of Terrace and Santa Fe streets in Atchison, Kansas.

The museum door is behind the
house.

The grandeur of the house was only lessened
by the view FROM the house of the Missouri
River and beyond.

And of the thousands of walkway bricks
there, guess whose caught my eye?

The next day we went to the International Forest of Friendship accessible via the Warnock Lake Park and Campground in Atchison,
Kansas. It was early in the morning, and just a couple of walkers enjoyed the grounds which featured trees representing all 50 states
and more than 35 countries. Our walk was very calming and also very inspiring. Near the gazebo is a beautiful Shuttle Challenger
memorial. Its reflections prevented me from getting any photos of it.

I’m so proud to be a 99.
The words to the song “Let There Be
Peace on Earth” are etched at the
base of Amelia’s pedestal.

Inductees at the California
portion shaded by three
California Redwoods include
some familiar people!

Outside the garden as we left the Forest of Friendship, we stopped to view
the one-acre portrait of Amelia.

I was in awe of these wonderful places and what they represented. Hope.
If you want to know more about these two destinations, you may visit their websites: https://www.ameliaearhartmuseum.org/ and
https://ifof.org/

1000 hours in 18 Types!

~Tiphani Tolan

It felt like it took forever, but a er about 5 and a half years I ﬁnally reached 1000 hours! This didn’t happen in the
standard way as early in my training I had some really unique experiences ﬂying a few vintage airplanes. Recently, I
started reﬂec ng on everything I have ﬂown so far and I started making a list since I could not keep track of the various
airplanes. The list resulted in 18 diﬀerent types of airplanes that I have been able to be PIC of in my ﬁrst 1000 hours;
and I have added a couple more since. Some airplanes are to be expected like a Cessna 172, 152, 150, 172RG, or Piper
Archer, Warrior, and Arrow; but there are some more unique ones, as well. I was fortunate enough that by the me I
hit 1000 hours, I had ﬂown about two hundred of those hours in diﬀerent tailwheels, including a de Havilland
Chipmunk, Luscombe 8A, Cessna 140, a Stearman, and a T-6. One of my personal favorites to ﬂy is the Beechcra Twin
Bonanza since it is such a sweetheart to ﬂy with smooth control harmony. It has the ability to ﬂy a stable approach
with just using trim, it has such a unique sound to it, and an amazing ramp presence. The Twin Bonanza is also what I
was lucky enough to do my mul training in.
In 2018, I met someone who had a few airplanes and oﬀered to let me ﬂy them in trade for helping maintain them.
Since then, the opportunity to learn how to work on airplanes, whether it is maintaining or assembling, has been
available to me. These experiences have helped increase my understanding of aircra systems and aircra care
exponen ally and has helped put me in a place to help other young aviators develop these same skills. Since ge ng
this opportunity, a few of us have started a non-proﬁt called Cal-Aerofab Flight Academy where we help minimize the
barriers for young aviators to get into avia on. We have had an Aeronca Champ donated, and we ﬁxed it up to ﬂying
condi on a er a couple of months! We are currently at eight airplanes ﬂying and are working on the nineth and tenth.
So far, the list of airplanes I have been able to ﬂy as PIC are: Cessna 152, Cessna 172, Cessna 150, Piper Archer, Piper
Lance, Cirrus SR22, Cessna 172RG, de Havilland Chipmunk, Luscombe 8A, Cessna 140, Beechcra Twin Bonanza,
Luscombe T8F, Cherokee 140, Maule M7, Stearman, Piper Arrow, Aeronca Champ, and a Piper L-4 (a military Cub). A
couple of other airplanes I have been fortunate enough to ﬂy, but not as PIC, are the Ford Tri-Motor and North
American B-25. Although one of my favorite ﬂights was never added to my logbook but was in the backseat of a TP-40
where I was able to do my ﬁrst roll with the help of the pilot.
Recently, I have been fortunate enough to get ground and ﬂight instruc on in a Gulfstream G-IV and a Gulfstream G550 and have been given SIC privileges in those as well! The one airplane that I can technically log PIC in, but I have yet
to solo in, is the North American T-6G. I’m slowly working on it. I am not en rely sure how I have been so fortunate to
ﬂy as many amazing airplanes as I have; but I love ﬂying them all. Each airplane I ﬁnd has its own “personality”; but, for
the most part, a lot of them are the same.

Luscombe T8F, a tandem version of a Luscombe

1949 North American T-6G

1946 Luscombe 8A
1952 de Havilland Chipmunk

1967 Cessna 150

1959 Aeronca Champ

1956 Beechcra Twin Bonanza a er my ﬁrst solo ﬂight in it!

1941 PT-17 Stearman, which was originally based out of
Chino

Density Altitude –Baby, It’s HOT Outside!
By: Claudia Ferguson
Down in Orange County, this summer has actually been, on the whole, rather cooler than
“normal” (whatever that is). Right now, that’s changing and the whole SoCal area is just plain
hot! That being the case, I thought I’d revisit the subject of Density Altitude again.
High temperatures make it nice to think of higher altitudes where it’s usually (but not
always – there are sometimes those nasty inversion layers…) cooler. Remember the
“environmental lapse rate” of 2°C/1000 ft.? Follow that logic and it’s 10°C (or 18°F!)
cooler 5000’ above where you are sitting on the taxiway wishing the controller would
release you for take-off. Nice! It’s probably also about that same temperature up at
the beach in Santa Barbara. Aaah! J Well, I digress. Back to the high temps.
All this summer heat means we should start taking serious consideration of the Density Altitude
when we’re planning a flight. Can the flight be planned to take place at cooler times of day? Will
there be heat-related weather – like thunderstorms or convection turbulence – along the route of
flight? What does a high Density Altitude really mean other than it takes longer to take off and
longer to climb out and landings are at a faster ground speed than normal?
Density Altitude is all about aircraft performance. Details about how your aircraft performs at
various altitudes are found in the back sections of your POH (Pilot’s Operating Handbook). If you
haven’t looked at them lately, be sure to spend a few minutes looking at how temperature really
impacts your takeoff distance before you go flying when it’s hot outside.
Why call it “Density” Altitude? “Density” part refers to the density – or lack of – of the AIR. Of
course, the name may also refer also to the “density” of the pilot who ignores it, but we won’t go
there. If you ever had Physics 101 (and for some of us that was rather back in the dark ages –
yikes!), you may remember that as air heats up, its molecules move faster and they get farther
apart and so are less dense per any given volume of space. OK, fine, but what does that mean to
my airplane and me?
What reduced air density means is that any part of the airplane that operates on air – including
the PILOT – is going to have less of it to work with. Here’s a short list of the more important parts
we’re talking about:
The wings generate lift by the action of air flowing over and under them. The more air
molecules, the more lift, and vice versa. So, the higher the Density Altitude, the less lift
you have. Don’t forget your horizontal stabilizer or stabilator is a “wing”, too, and won’t
respond quite as quickly because it has less to push against.
The propeller, which works just like the wings, only at
a different angle, also suffers from lower air
density. The fewer molecules it can push against,
the less the thrust it will produce and the slower
you’ll go.

Density Altitude Cont.
The engine needs to maintain an optimal balance (about 16-1 ratio) between the amount of air
and the amount of fuel in the cylinders for efficient fuel burn. You know about that –
“rich” vs. “lean”. As the Density Altitude increases with summer heat, you should reduce
the amount of fuel (lean) that is burned per cylinder to maintain the fuel to air optimum
mix. With less fuel burning, the engine produces less power. Of course, if your engine is
turbo-charged, it is getting air that has been made more dense by compressing it back
down, and you can burn more fuel for more power. (Jet engines work that way, but that's
another story!) That helps some, but doesn’t completely make up for the reduced efficiency
of the wings and the prop. Also, I’d be willing to lay down some serious money that most of
us fly “normally aspirated” vs. “turbo charged” engines. By the way, another effect of
operating at high temps with an air cooled engine is that it doesn’t get as much cooling
from the air on a hot day and you need to watch out for high temp limits, especially of your
engine oil.
The airspeed indicator works on a pressure differential between the pitot tube and the static
port, and there will be less pitot tube pressure with fewer air molecules.
Even though the aircraft is going at the same speed through the air as it
was at a lower density altitude, it will indicate a lower airspeed. That
means that as you land, your ground speed will be greater for a given
indicated airspeed. It will be more important than ever to line up your
landing well. As you slow to land, your control surfaces will lose their
effectiveness, but you’ll be moving over the ground at a faster than usual
speed. If you find yourself needing to make fast control inputs, you’ll find the airplane
won’t respond as quickly as you might want.
The pilot, the most important part of the aircraft, needs oxygen to be able to think straight
and operate the aircraft. The human brain is a real oxygen-hog and without enough, your
thinking will be less than ideal. You’ve seen that for a fact if you’ve ever been through the
Physiological Flight Training (Altitude Chamber) program that the Military presents in
cooperation with the FAA. (If you haven’t, I’d strongly recommend that you go if you have
the opportunity.) Be aware that Density Altitude affects YOU along with your airplane!
Hot days mean you’ll need to stay hydrated, too, so don’t forget to tuck a water bottle
where you can reach it.
Stay cool and fly safely!
Claudia Ferguson
SFV 99’s Safety
FAA Aviation Safety Counselor
©CK Ferguson 2017

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.

Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of
The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization
of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of
aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of
it!"
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES®
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support while
honoring our unique history and sharing our passion
for flight.
Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile - https://smile.amazon.com

